Introduction
============

"Motivation," taken literally, describes an impulse to movement -- as when the expectation of a desired outcome mobilizes someone into action. Motivation can incorporate a variety of drives or internal states that direct behaviors or decisions, ranging from basic homeostatic imbalance correction (Cannon, [@B17]) to psychosocial needs (Maslow, [@B52]). While multiple theories of motivation exist, nearly all posit that organisms translate the anticipated hedonic reward for potential outcomes (Berridge, [@B9]) into the force behind their effort to obtain a reward (Niv et al., [@B57]; Salamone et al., [@B69]). Individuals differ in their preferences for rewards, often exhibiting greater motivation in response to some reward modalities compared to others (e.g., striving for income versus personal fulfillment). This heterogeneity in preferences not only impacts choices between rewards, but also shapes, sometimes independently, how much effort will be exerted to receive a single reward in the absence of choice. As most real-world environments involve multiple kinds of rewards, a core challenge for understanding goal-directed behavior lies in understanding how individuals calibrate their expressed effort across rewards of different modalities.

Many neural studies of economic behavior downplay the contributions of motivation to adaptive decision-making. Typical paradigms focus on inferred value signals that predict observable, individual choices between rewards (Platt and Huettel, [@B61]; Rangel et al., [@B64]), de-emphasizing the role of motivation for expected outcomes (Kahneman et al., [@B37]). Nevertheless, both behavioral neuroscience (Berridge, [@B9]) and behavioral economics (Loewenstein and Lerner, [@B50]) have highlighted the role that anticipated affect plays in shaping behaviors and preferences (Knutson and Greer, [@B45]). Although different phases of reward-processing, such as anticipation and valuation, are distinct in terms of cognition, the significant overlap in their neural substrates (Rangel et al., [@B64]; Balleine and O'Doherty, [@B4]) implies that idiosyncrasies in within- or across-individual motivation stemming from variable anticipatory responses may lead to subsequent variability in choice-related responses.

Two regions -- the nucleus accumbens (NAcc, a subregion of ventral striatum) and the anterior insular cortex (aINS) -- have been considered core contributors to idiosyncrasies in reward anticipation (Knutson and Greer, [@B45]). NAcc and aINS are also both frequently included in neural models of motivation (Delgado, [@B27]; Craig, [@B26]; Naqvi and Bechara, [@B55]), based in part of evidence from non-human primate (Schultz et al., [@B73]) and rodent (Roitman et al., [@B67]) studies. However, these regions' anatomical connectivity suggests that they could contribute to different aspects of motivation: aINS is positioned to integrate interoceptive information, while NAcc receives input from both dopaminergic neurons and from multiple cortical regions (Haber and Knutson, [@B32]). Some theories have emphasized a dissociable role for NAcc and aINS in processing appetitive compared to aversive rewards (Knutson and Greer, [@B45]), whereas others have posited a dissociation between motivational and reward-processing in these two regions (Craig, [@B26]). Further, preference-related signals have been found in both NAcc (O'Doherty et al., [@B58]; Knutson et al., [@B46]) and aINS (Kim et al., [@B38]). Strikingly, however, a comprehensive literature review of reward anticipation studies (see [Appendix](#A1){ref-type="app"}) found no human neuroscience study that dissociated the unique contributions of these two regions to motivation in the absence of choice.

Here, working with expressed instead of inferred preference, we elicited individual differences in relative motivation for two appetitive reward modalities, independent of choices between them. Participants performed a reaction-time task to obtain two rewarding goods: money and candy. The task required participants to respond to obtain the rewards, but there were no extrinsic incentives for responding differently to different rewards. Thus, relative response vigor served as a trait measure of relative motivation (Niv et al., [@B57]). The behavioral task and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) data allowed functional delineation of contributions to individual differences in relative motivation across reward modalities, with both regions expected to broadly contribute. However, based on its convergent inputs from multiple reward-processing regions (Haber and Knutson, [@B32]), we conjectured that NAcc -- but not aINS -- would play the primary role in translating differences in motivation into behavior.

Materials and Methods
=====================

Participants
------------

A total of 65 young adults \[32 females; age: mean (*M*) = 24.7 years, (SD) = 5.9 years\] completed the experiment. Participants were prescreened to rule out psychiatric or neurological illness and to ensure that they were motivated by available candy rewards. Participants gave written informed consent as part of a protocol approved by the Institutional Review Board of Duke University Medical Center. Five of the 65 participants were excluded prior to data analyses -- three for excessive head motion (\>2 mm), one due to scanner error, and one because of failure to complete the task -- leaving a final sample of 60 participants.

Experimental procedure
----------------------

The experimental session comprised task instructions and training outside the scanner, the fMRI session using the reward anticipation task (described below), two other subsequent reward-related choice tasks (not considered here), and payment based on performance.

Each trial (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) began with a 1000-ms cue indicating the potential reward for that trial. Participants worked to obtain rewards that varied in magnitude and modality across five conditions: \$5 (BM), \$1 (SM), Large Candy (BC), Small Candy (SC), and Control (Zero, no money or candy). Following a variable delay of 2000--2500 ms, a target (a white triangle) appeared on the screen. Participants responded by pressing a button with their right index finger before the target disappeared. On monetary trials, a sufficiently fast reaction-time (RT) was indicated with a colorful \$ symbol. On candy trials, a sufficiently fast RT was indicated with a cartoon symbol. If their responses were not fast enough to earn a reward for that trial, participants were shown a zero symbol. On control trials, a zero symbol was displayed for all responses regardless of speed. Each functional run consisted of 50 trials, 10 for each category. Trial order was randomized, with a single trial type never allowed to occur more than twice consecutively.

![**Reward anticipation task**. The reward anticipation task had five conditions according to potential outcome: \$5 Cash (BM), \$1 Cash (SM), Large Candy (BC), Small Candy (SC), and Zero (no cash or candy). Each trial began with a 1000-ms cue indicating the potential reward for that trial. Following a variable delay of 2000--2500 ms, a target appeared on the screen. The participant\'s task was to respond by pressing a button with their right index finger, before the target disappeared. Successful trials were indicated by a dollar sign (cash trials) or a cartoon (candy trials), whereas unsuccessful trials were indicated by a zero. Feedback for all trials was presented for 1500 ms.](fnhum-05-00087-g001){#F1}

The presentation time of the target was determined by an adaptive algorithm. From the RT on previous trials of each condition, the algorithm estimated a response threshold at which the participant would be successful on approximately 60% of trials. We emphasize that a different threshold was used for each condition, to allow the assessment of relative motivational differences between them. Stimuli were presented against a gray background. The experiment was controlled using the Psychophysics Toolbox 2.54 (Brainard, [@B12]) in MATLAB (The MathWorks, Inc.).

Participants earned at least \$40 for completing the experimental session and were paid additionally for one randomly chosen trial from each reward modality. All earned monetary rewards were paid in cash at the completion of the experimental session (mean payment = \$58; 34 participants also earned candy given to them at the completion of the session).

Image acquisition
-----------------

We acquired fMRI data on a General Electric 4.0-T MRI Scanner with a multi-channel (eight-coil) parallel imaging system. Initial localizer images identified each participant\'s head position within the scanner. Whole-brain high-resolution T~1~-weighted coplanar FSPGR structural scans with voxel size 1 mm × 1 mm × 1.9 mm were acquired for normalization and coregistration. Three runs of images sensitive to blood-oxygenation-level-dependent (BOLD) contrast were acquired using an inverse-spiral pulse sequence (Guo and Song, [@B31]). Each run consisted of 212 volumes \[repetition time (TR) = 2000 ms; echo time (TE) = 27 ms; matrix = 64 × 64; field of view (FOV) = 240 mm; voxel size = 3.75 mm × 3.75 mm × 3.8 mm; saturation buffer = 6 volumes\] with 34 interleaved axial slices parallel to the axial plane connecting the anterior and posterior commissures.

Preprocessing
-------------

Preprocessing used FMRIB Software Library (FSL) Version 4.1.5 (Smith et al., [@B77]; Woolrich et al., [@B84]). Functional images were first reoriented and then skull stripped using the FSL brain extraction tool (BET; Smith, [@B76]). All images were then corrected for inter-scan head motion using FMRIB\'s Linear Image Registration Tool (MCFLIRT), slice-time corrected, and subjected to a high-pass temporal filter with a 100-s threshold (Jenkinson et al., [@B35]). Time-series statistics for within-participant analyses were performed on native space data and resulting statistical images were spatially normalized using an affine transformation into a standard stereotaxic space (Montreal Neurological Institute, MNI) for group analyses. Each four-dimensional dataset was grand-mean intensity normalized using a single multiplicative factor. Spatial smoothing used an isotropic Gaussian kernel of full-width-half-maximum 6 mm.

fMRI analyses
-------------

Analyses were carried out using FEAT Version 5.98 (FMRI Expert Analysis Tool). Time-series statistical analyses used FILM (FMRIB Improved Linear Model) with local autocorrelation correction (Woolrich et al., [@B85]). Our first-level (i.e., within-run) analysis model included five regressors for the anticipation period (one for each trial type) with two regressors (hit and miss) for the outcome period of each trial type. The anticipation period was modeled for the variable interval between the disappearance of the trial indicator cue and the appearance of the target. The outcome period was modeled for 1500 ms following the onset of feedback. Additional regressors were included to account for outlier volumes in each run. A volume was considered an outlier if its root-mean-square (RMS) amplitude exceeded the value of 150% of the interquartile range of RMS for all volumes in a run.

Second-level analyses (i.e., across-run, within-participant) used a fixed-effects model, while third-level analyses (i.e., across participants) employed a mixed-effects model (FLAME 1) that included the main effects of each regressor from the lower level analysis, along with behavioral covariates (Beckmann et al., [@B8]; Woolrich et al., [@B83]). We also completed a repeated-measures 2 × 2 analysis of variance (ANOVA) that included four second-level contrasts for each participant: BM \> Zero, SM \> Zero, BC \> Zero, and SC \> Zero.

Unless stated otherwise, all claims of significance in our fMRI whole-brain analyses used a voxel significance threshold of *z* \> 2.3, and a cluster significance threshold of *p* \< 0.05, corrected across all voxels included in our whole-brain mask. The region-of-interest (ROI) analyses targeted bilateral NAcc and aINS. The NAcc ROIs were drawn in each hemisphere on the mean participant anatomical images, according to methods outlined and employed previously (Breiter et al., [@B14]). The aINS ROI was constructed using 5-mm-radius spheres using coordinates \[left: (*x*, *y*, *z*) = (−35, 16, −3); right: (*x*, *y*, *z*) = (44, 16, −3)\] derived from a recent meta-analysis (Knutson and Greer, [@B45]).

Brain images of significance were generated using MRIcron (Rorden et al., [@B68]). All coordinates in the manuscript are reported in MNI space. Additional regression and mediation analyses were performed in Stata 11.1 (StataCorp).

Results {#s1}
=======

Behavior
--------

Before the experiment, participants identified one of seven different candies (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A) as the target for their actions; these varied in popularity from the Reese\'s Peanut Butter Cup (17/60 participants) to the Green & Black\'s Milk Chocolate and Vosges Creole (each 3/60 participants). *Post hoc* analyses failed to identify any significant differences between individuals based on their candy preferences.

![**Behavioral preferences for candy and money**. **(A)** Distribution of results for candy selection. We offered seven different candies to participants, all of whom indicated that they desired candy rewards before enrolling in the study. Reese\'s Peanut Butter Cup (top) was the most popular (17 out of 60), although all seven options were chosen by multiple participants, indicating a distribution of candy preferences in the participant sample. **(B)** Distribution of the *relative motivational index* (RMI), calculated as the ratio of reaction times on successful Big Candy (BC) and Big Money (BM) trials.](fnhum-05-00087-g002){#F2}

We used an adaptive algorithm with individual thresholds for each condition; thus, the proportions of successful responses were similar across all four modality and magnitude conditions (BM trials: *M* = 58.0%, SD = 8.4%; SM trials: *M* = 55.0%, SD = 10.3%; BC trials: *M* = 53.8%, SD = 12.4%; SC trials: *M* = 54.8%, SD = 9.9%). Pairwise tests indicated that BM trials were successful significantly more often than those of other conditions (all paired *t* tests for BM had *p* \< 0.05), reflecting the motivational value of that condition. No other paired comparisons approached significance.

Participant RT data on successful trials varied according to reward condition. Participants exhibited the slowest RT on Zero trials (*M* = 187.1 ms, SD = 23.3). Reaction times on BM trials (*M* = 173.5, SD = 25.9) were significantly faster than Zero trials, as were SM trials (*M* = 181.1, SD = 21.9). Reaction times on BC trials (*M* = 181.4, SD = 24.4) also were significantly faster than Zero. All tests were *p* \< 0.01. This relationship was not true for SC trials (*M* = 185.6, SD = 21.9), though. There was a main effect of modality \[*F*(1,59) = 24.73, *p* \< 0.001\] and reward magnitude \[*F*(1,59) = 19.12, *p* \< 0.001\], but there was not a significant modality (money, candy) × magnitude (big, small) interaction \[*F*(1,59) = 1.95, *p* \> 0.15\].

To measure interparticipant variability in motivation across reward modalities, we calculated the ratio of successful-trial RT (Carter et al., [@B19]) for BC and BM trials (RT~BC~/RT~BM~) as our *relative* *motivational index* (RMI). Reaction times on the larger magnitude trials were used in the computation of this index based on the overall faster reaction times to larger rewards, which indicated that motivation was generally highest on these trials. Values of RMI greater than 1.0 indicate greater relative motivation for money than for candy rewards (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B). The mean for our RMI was 1.05 (SD = 0.08). Tests for normality on our RMI distribution \[skewness (third moment) = 0.30, *p* = 0.30; kurtosis (fourth moment) = 4.31, *p* \< 0.05; joint test: χ^2^ = 4.94, *p* = 0.09\] indicated a general trend for participants to have stronger motivation for money trials. This bias in relative motivation to monetary rewards was also evident in response patterns to smaller magnitude rewards, with successful-trial RT for SC and SM trials (RT~SC~/RT~SM~) correlating with RMI (*r* = 0.26, *p* \< 0.05) and exhibiting similar mean and variance (*M* = 1.03, SD = 0.08).

We further investigated RT in terms of effects of time on behavior. Hit rate and RT were initially examined using separate repeated-measures ANOVAs with condition (BM, SM, BC, SC) and task block (first, second, or third run). Task block did not interact with condition for either hit rate (*p* \> 0.4) or RT (*p* \> 0.2), indicating that the relative motivation effects were stable over the course of task performance.

Although all participants were able to select any of the seven candies for their experimental session, the candies were of varying commercial value, with some relatively inexpensive (Reese\'s, Snickers, Skittles) and some relatively more expensive (both types of Green & Black\'s and Vosges). As a check on the fMRI analyses described below, we grouped individuals based on their candy choices (inexpensive and expensive, with groups of *N* = 36 and *N* = 24, respectively); there were no significant differences between these groups for any of the main contrasts of interest: BM \> Zero, BC \> Zero, and BM \> BC.

Main effect of reward anticipation
----------------------------------

Our primary contrasts of interest were the anticipation-phase contrasts for the four types of reward trials, each compared to the Zero condition. Examining activation in our *a priori* ROIs, we found that anticipation of rewards robustly increased activation in NAcc and aINS (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}A). Activation on BC trials positively correlated with activation on BM trials in NAcc (*r* = 0.33, *p* \< 0.05), and a similar trend was present in aINS (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Activation in NAcc and aINS were highly correlated on both BM (*r* = 0.711, *p* \< 0.001) and BC trials (*r* = 0.668, *p* \< 0.001).

![**Reward modality and magnitude effect in ***a priori*** regions of interest**. **(A)** Regions of interest (ROIs) and main effect of reward anticipation. The existing literature on reward anticipation and anticipatory affect implicated the NAcc and the aINS as potential contributors to motivation. Using predefined ROIs, we found that both money (green) and candy (blue) reward conditions (with our control condition as a baseline) led to increased activation in both NAcc and aINS. Error bars represent SE of the mean (SEM). Stars represent significant paired comparisons (*p* \< 0.05). **(B)** Repeated-measures 2 × 2 ANOVA of reward anticipation. To determine whether there was a significant modality (money, candy) by magnitude (big, small) interaction in our fMRI data, a 2 × 2 repeated-measures ANOVA of the same anticipation contrasts was run. The statistical map here displays the *z*-scored *F* statistics for that interaction. There were significant clusters in both NAcc and aINS.](fnhum-05-00087-g003){#F3}

###### 

**Correlations between aINS and NAcc activation in different conditions**.

  ROI       aINS BC         aINS BM         NAcc BC         NAcc BM
  --------- --------------- --------------- --------------- ---------
  aINS BC   --                                              
  aINS BM   0.250 (0.054)   --                              
  NAcc BC   0.668 (0.000)   0.130 (0.323)   --              
  NAcc BM   0.094 (0.474)   0.711 (0.000)   0.331 (0.001)   --

*Shown are correlation coefficients for the two big reward categories, big money (BM \> Zero) and big candy (BC \> Zero), for our two regions of interest, aINS and NAcc. The values used to compute the correlation coefficient are the average parameter values of the contrasts (BM \> Zero and BC \> Zero) extracted from the region-of-interest. Mean values and SE of those parameter values are shown in Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}A. Significance for the correlations (N = 60) is shown in parentheses*.

Consistent with previous studies of gain anticipation (Knutson and Greer, [@B45]), both ROIs also exhibited a main effect of reward magnitude, as determined using *post hoc t* tests (aINS: *t* = 10.16, *p* \< 0.001; NAcc: *t* = 8.21, *p* \< 0.001). Further, we found significant magnitude effects for both monetary (BM \> SM) and candy (BC \> SC) rewards in both ROIs, with this magnitude effect more pronounced for monetary rewards in both regions as exhibited by a significant modality by magnitude interaction in a repeated-measures ANOVA \[aINS: *F*(1,59) = 37.53, *p* \< 0.001; NAcc: *F*(1,59) = 17.89, *p* \< 0.001\]. Paired comparisons of all reward contrasts included in the ANOVA confirmed the direction of this effect.

We additionally examined this same modality (money, candy) by magnitude (big, small) interaction during reward anticipation using a repeated-measures ANOVA of the anticipation contrasts across the whole-brain. The resulting statistical whole-brain map for the interaction (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}B) identified increased activation in a set of regions associated with affective evaluation, including left aINS \[(−36, 16, −6); *z* = 5.58\], right putamen \[(18, 18, −6); *z* = 6.2\], frontal pole \[(−34, 46, 14), *z* = 5.2\], as well as the NAcc (Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

**Maxima for whole-brain repeated-measures 2 × 2 ANOVA**.

  Region                     *z* stat   MNI coordinates (*x, y, z*)   Cluster
  -------------------------- ---------- ----------------------------- ---------
  **Putamen**                **6.30**   **(18, 18**, −**6**)          **2**
  Anterior cingulate gyrus   5.95       (0, 12, 28)                   2
  Anterior cingulate gyrus   5.94       (8, 22, 28)                   2
  Anterior cingulate gyrus   5.94       (8, 26, 22)                   2
  Thalamus                   5.91       (−16, −20, 10)                2
  Caudate                    5.84       (14, 2, 14)                   2
  **Frontal pole**           **5.20**   **(**−**34, 46, 14)**         **1**
  Frontal pole               5.00       (−32, 50, 20)                 1
  Frontal pole               4.94       (−34, 46, 20)                 1
  Middle frontal gyrus       3.36       (−28, 34, 26)                 1

*Repeated-measures 2 × 2 ANOVA of reward anticipation. The table here corresponds to the statistical map presented in Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. Cluster maxima are listed in bold. All coordinates listed are in MNI space*.

Relative activation in ains and NAcc predicts relative motivation
-----------------------------------------------------------------

We introduced each participant\'s RMI (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B) as a covariate in our whole-brain analyses. RMI significantly correlated with relative activation in both contrasts related to the Big Candy reward (BC \> Zero, BC \> BM, Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}A) within activation clusters that overlapped with both NAcc and aINS ROIs, reflecting larger differential activation during anticipation of candy rewards in participants who responded to them with greater relative vigor. For confirmation, we extracted average contrast values from NAcc (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}B) and aINS (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}C) and again found the same relationship with both the BC \> Zero contrast (NAcc: *r* = −0.40, *p* \< 0.01; aINS: *r* = −0.33, *p* \< 0.01), as well as for the BC \> BM contrast (NAcc: *r* = −0.29, *p* \< 0.05; aINS: *r* = −0.23, *p* = 0.07). This relationship did not hold for contrasts related to the monetary rewards (e.g., for BM \> Zero) in either aINS (*p* \> 0.90) or NAcc (*p* \> 0.80). These findings suggest that the relationship between relative response vigor and neural activation during reward anticipation is driven by neural anticipatory activation to candy reward trials.

![**Individual differences in an index of relative motivation covaries with neural signal during reward motivation**. **(A)** Statistical whole-brain maps for anticipatory activation that covaried with motivational index. In order to expand our analyses to include individual differences in reward sensitivity, we introduced each participant\'s motivational measure (i.e., the relative motivational index, RMI) as a covariate in the across-participant analysis of our reward anticipation task. For both of our *a priori* regions of interest, **(B)** the NAcc and **(C)** the aINS, we found a significant relationship between RMI and both BC \> Zero (blue) and BC \> BM (red).](fnhum-05-00087-g004){#F4}

We also constructed an analogous index for SC and SM trials (RT~SC~/RT~SM~), and entered it as a covariate in our across-participant analyses for the BC \> Zero contrast. A small-volume correction of the bilateral NAcc mask was applied before employing cluster significance threshold of *p* \< 0.05 and a voxel significance threshold of *z* \> 2.3. The peak value of *z* = 2.56 for the four voxel cluster surviving that threshold was located at (*x*, *y*, *z*) = (14, 14, −8) in left NAcc. No analogous effect was found in aINS.

As a test of whether activation in our two ROIs predicted our motivational index, we used general linear regression analyses to evaluate whether RMI can be predicted from the magnitude of the BC and BM (\> Zero) contrasts for both NAcc and aINS (Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}). When all four contrasts were included in a single model, only the BC contrast for NAcc significantly predicted an individual\'s RMI. Given the positive skew in the RMI, we performed a robust regression of the same model, which allowed us to compute SE that do not assume normality. Again, the only one of the four regressors in the model to achieve statistical significance (*p* \< 0.05) was the BC contrast in NAcc.

###### 

**NAcc BOLD signal predicts motivational index across participants**.

  Regression of RMI on ROI reward anticipation contrasts                                               
  -------------------------------------------------------- -------- --------- ------- ------- -------- --------
  aINS BC                                                  0.0001   (0.126)   0.01    0.995   −0.252   0.254
  aINS BM                                                  −0.077   (0.100)   −0.78   0.441   −0.277   0.122
  NAcc BC                                                  −0.266   (0.110)   −2.42   0.019   −0.486   −0.045
  NAcc BM                                                  0.105    (0.074)   1.42    0.163   −0.044   0.254
  Constant                                                 1.077    (0.021)   51.40   0.000   1.035    1.119
  R^2^                                                     0.199    F(4,55)   3.42                     
  Adj R^2^                                                 0.141    *p*       0.015                    

*We regressed RMI on the four BOLD large magnitude contrasts from our two ROIs. This analysis provided convergent evidence for our covariate analysis (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), as BC* \>* Zero contrasts were correlated with RMI. Importantly, only NAcc had a significant effect (p* \<* 0.05). Reported coefficient estimates are unstandardized. These estimates were also robust to skewness tests and SE estimates that did not assume normality of RMI (see [Results](#s1){ref-type="sec"})*.

Between-group neural differences in NAcc
----------------------------------------

As a confirmation of the above analyses, which used the continuous variable of RMI, we classified each participant into either a "money group" (*N* = 46) or a "candy group" (*N* = 14) based on which category evoked faster reaction times (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B). The magnitude of the BM \> BC contrast was greater in the money group than in the candy group (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), with the global maximum for the between-group effect found in NAcc (Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}). These results show that our primary analyses are robust to partitioning our sample into two distinct groups, as opposed to individuals drawn from a continuum.

![**Group differences in activation for relative reward anticipation contrast**. **(A)** We grouped our participant population into two categories based on RMI. An index value less than one (more than one) implied a relatively greater motivation for candy (money), so we divided our participant pool using this threshold. Using a whole-brain correction, we found significantly greater activation in the BM \> BC contrast for our money group (*N* = 46) than in our candy group (*N* = 14). **(B)** The average parameter estimates for the money and candy groups in the NAcc region found in the whole-brain analysis for the relative BM \> BC contrast. **(C)** We extracted both BC \> Zero and BM \> Zero contrasts for the NAcc from the group test, for both groups. We found no significant differences in BM between the two groups, but did find significant differences between the two groups in the BC contrast.](fnhum-05-00087-g005){#F5}

###### 

**Maxima for candy group and money group differences**.

  Region                           *z* stat   MNI coordinates (*x, y, z*)   Cluster
  -------------------------------- ---------- ----------------------------- ---------
  **Nucleus accumbens**            **3.37**   **(**−**8, 8**, −**12)**      **3**
  Operculum cortex                 3.35       (34, 30, −2)                  3
  Nucleus accumbens                3.27       (12, 6, −12)                  3
  Thalamus                         3.20       (4, −8, −2)                   3
  Nucleus accumbens                3.18       (8, 18, −10)                  3
  Putamen                          3.16       (−22, 16, 0)                  3
  **Anterior cingulate gyrus**     **3.29**   **(**−**6, 24, 22)**          **2**
  Posterior cingulate gyrus        3.23       (−2, −28, 22)                 2
  Anterior cingulate gyrus         3.06       (8, 6, 36)                    2
  Anterior cingulate gyrus         3.00       (−12, 6, 36)                  2
  Anterior cingulate gyrus         2.97       (−6, 4, 34)                   2
  Anterior cingulate gyrus         2.92       (0, 16, 34)                   2
  **Supplementary motor cortex**   **3.16**   **(**−**2**, −**12, 56)**     **1**
  Superior frontal gyrus           3.14       (−14, 4, 70)                  1
  Superior frontal gyrus           3.11       (24, 2, 66)                   1
  Supplementary motor cortex       3.06       (4, −6, 62)                   1
  Superior frontal gyrus           2.98       (20, 0, 64)                   1
  Supplementary motor cortex       2.93       (6, 2, 66)                    1

*Using RMI, our measure of relative motivation, to divide our participant population, we found significantly greater activation in several regions in the BM* \>* BC contrast for our money group (N = 46) than in our candy group (N = 14). The table here corresponds to the statistical map presented in Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}. Cluster maxima are listed in bold. All coordinates listed are in MNI space*.

Given that the relative contrast of BM \> BC significantly differed (money group: *M* = 0.18; candy group: *M* = 0.06; *t* = 2.32, *p* \< 0.05), we extracted the main effect contrasts of both BC \> Zero and BM \> Zero for that peak, for both groups. The result here was striking: we found no significant differences in BM \> Zero (*p* \> 0.70) between the two groups, but did find significant differences between the two groups in the BC \> Zero contrast (money group: *M* = 0.10; candy group: *M* = 0.20; *t* = 2.94, *p* \< 0.001). We found a parallel result in the behavioral data: the candy group exhibited significantly faster RT than the money group on the BC trials (*t* = 1.98, *p* = 0.05), but there was no difference between groups on the BM trials (*p* \> 0.5). This result supports the notion that money is a more universally motivating reward -- and thus less likely to evoke heterogeneous neural or behavioral response across individuals.

To account for the different numbers of participants in our candy and money groups, we also ran permutation tests on the difference between the average contrast value for the two groups (10,000 replications, with groups of *N* = 14 and *N* = 46). For the NAcc peak, both the BM \> BC contrast (*p* \< 0.01) and the BC \> Zero (*p* \< 0.01) were robust to the permutation tests; i.e., fewer than 1% of the permutations into groups yielded differences that were greater than the true values. The same was also true for our bilateral NAcc ROI in BM \> BC (p \< 0.05) and BC \> Zero (*p* \< 0.01).

NAcc mediates the relationship between aINS and motivation
----------------------------------------------------------

Mediation analyses were conducted to establish whether NAcc and aINS represent the same properties of the individual measure of relative motivation, or if one region\'s information subsumes the other\'s information. A mediation analysis (Baron and Kenny, [@B5]) can address whether one of our two ROIs mediates the effect of the other ROI on the RMI. Employing the BC \> Zero contrast, we found that NAcc activation mediated 66% of the effect of aINS activation on RMI values, reducing its influence to insignificance (Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}A). Importantly, the converse was not true: aINS activation did not mediate the effect of NAcc activation on RMI (Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}B). In line with the regression results from above where RMI was regressed on contrasts from the two ROIs (Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}), this mediation effect was not present (in either direction) for the BM contrasts. These results indicate the primacy of neural signals in the NAcc -- compared to aINS -- for relative motivation between modalities.

![**NAcc activation mediates the effect of aINS on relative reward motivation index**. **(A)** Individual variability in bilateral NAcc mediates the contribution (gray path) of bilateral aINS to the RMI. We found that NAcc mediated 66% of the effect of aINS. **(B)** Individual variability in bilateral aINS, however, did not mediate the effect of bilateral NAcc on RMI.](fnhum-05-00087-g006){#F6}

Discussion
==========

Although both NAcc and aINS have been typically linked through a common role in anticipatory motivation (Knutson and Greer, [@B45]), our findings indicate that those brain regions make distinct contributions to the relative motivation associated with different reward modalities. Unlike choice-based studies that focus on valuation and outcome (Rangel and Hare, [@B65]), we focus on antecedent signals ahead of reward receipt and free from choice between rewards. We establish a correspondence between anticipatory neural signals and an index of relative response vigor to make claims about relative motivation. Our results demonstrate that information predictive of heterogeneity in relative motivation is robustly represented in the NAcc. While changes in aINS activation also predict our motivational index, we establish that NAcc mediates that predictive power. Importantly, a comprehensive review of the prior literature (Table [A1](#TA1){ref-type="table"} in Appendix) demonstrated that, to our knowledge, our mediation result is the first to make a functional distinction between the two brain regions in terms of their contributions to anticipatory motivation.

Recruitment of aINS during outcome anticipation could represent the integration of several different reward processes. Similar anticipatory tasks frequently elicit aINS activity (Knutson and Greer, [@B45]), and food rewards recruit insular cortex in their sensory and hedonic processing (Craig, [@B26]). Also, our task -- as do others of similar structure -- involves outcome uncertainty even though the rewards themselves are certain; that is, participants could not know during the anticipation-phase that they would have a successful-trial. Thus, given that the insular cortex is frequently implicated in tasks with uncertainty, variability in aINS might reflect motivation stemming from gustatory processing, risk processing, or a more integrated signal that is representative of all current affective information for an individual (Singer et al., [@B74]). Taste and other gustatory processing is generally linked to insular cortex (Kringelbach, [@B49]), but such processes are hypothesized to be more posterior (Craig, [@B26]), whereas hedonic and motivational inputs from areas such as NAcc will project to more anterior regions. Our mediation result supports claims that aINS integrates sensory information and forms urges which then feed into the NAcc (Naqvi and Bechara, [@B55]). Presumably, these affective signals are communicated to NAcc via direct projections from aINS (Chikama et al., [@B21]; Friedman et al., [@B30]).

Our results point to several potential and specific roles for NAcc in motivational processing, and make distinctions between NAcc and aINS that are currently absent from the literature. Antecedent signal in NAcc that mediates motivational effects in the aINS corroborates theories of motivation and affect that implicate NAcc. Previous studies involving food have found that NAcc codes preferences for juices that are learned via abstract stimuli (O'Doherty et al., [@B58]), and trait-based preferences for primary rewards (Cardinal et al., [@B18]; Beaver et al., [@B6]). Although aINS and NAcc have previously been hypothesized to play different roles in predicting choice, most differentiations are constrained to potential differences in anticipating appetitive and aversive outcomes (Knutson and Greer, [@B45]). Our study contains only appetitive stimuli, though, and we found that neural signals during reward anticipation in aINS and NAcc were positively correlated across our two reward modalities (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). This result, along with the mediation analysis, hints that not all motivational information is shared between aINS and NAcc in humans (Craig, [@B26]; Naqvi and Bechara, [@B55]). More precisely, our study corroborates much non-human work implicating NAcc as a mediating region for effort-based motivation (Cardinal et al., [@B18]), translating motivational signals into action (Mogenson et al., [@B54]).

Distinctions between brain regions -- while valuable in terms of better understanding the specific neural circuits of motivational processing, may also be useful in considering more broad decision-making phenomena (Clithero et al., [@B22]). An extension of the results presented here could include mapping anticipatory BOLD signals or RMI onto purchases (Knutson et al., [@B46]). The simultaneous use of multiple reward categories -- a paradigm characteristic that more closely mimics real-world decision environments -- is increasing in popularity (Rangel and Hare, [@B65]; Smith and Huettel, [@B75]). Exploring the effects of specific combinations of extrinsic incentives on various components of motivation has not been extensively explored, though. For example, if we interpret RMI as a trait for each individual, approximately one-fourth of our participant population demonstrated relatively greater motivation for candy than for money. Our results thus provide evidence that non-monetary rewards (e.g., food) can identify heterogeneity in motivation that would be unobservable using only monetary rewards. Further, the ability to identify underlying motivational differences may be enhanced by employing reward domains outside of money, as demonstrated by the RMI correlations with contrasts specific to candy rewards. We note, however, that there may be important differences between reward sets that include or do not include money; i.e., the presence of monetary rewards can significantly alter a participant\'s responses to non-monetary outcomes (Heyman and Ariely, [@B33]).

Additional motivational processes can also have complex effects on decision-making mechanisms. For example, motivation can influence mental effort exerted on a task (Pessoa, [@B60]). There are also important differences between intrinsic and extrinsic motivators: increases in extrinsic rewards do not always correspond to increases in effort (Kreps, [@B48]), implying that behavioral measures of motivation likely contain several intrinsic and extrinsic components (Camerer, [@B16]). We argue that RMI captures a unique component of reward-related motivation because participants were not incentivized to respond with different rates across reward modalities. That is, the external requirement for successful trials (respond before the target disappears) was consistent across reward types; nevertheless, we saw significant variation across individuals in relative reaction times for the two large reward conditions (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B). Variation in this distinct measure of motivation was tracked by variation in activation in the NAcc. Other fMRI studies have implicated NAcc activity to similar metrics, such as responses to reward cues as representative of effort-based motivational processing (Pessiglione et al., [@B59]). An additional step will be to unify claims about relative value and motivation with respect to decisions across several different levels: eye movements (Roitman and Shadlen, [@B66]; Milstein and Dorris, [@B53]), response rates (Niv et al., [@B57]), and binary choices between rewards (Chib et al., [@B20]) all involve motivation. Understanding how motivational claims in one of these classes of decisions translate to others will be crucial for delineating overlapping and distinct neural circuits for behavior (Rangel et al., [@B64]; Balleine and O'Doherty, [@B4]).

As the identification of distinct motivational processes continues, the role of NAcc with respect to the neural mechanisms of those processes will improve. Even within the dopaminergic system, different motivational signals may be routed through NAcc (Bromberg-Martin et al., [@B15]), and across subcortical structures, interactions with cortex are central to processing motivation (Hikosaka et al., [@B34]). Many studies outline networks involving NAcc and other regions (e.g., amygdala, ventral medial prefrontal cortex, and anterior cingulate cortex) implicated in various types of motivation (Cardinal et al., [@B18]; Rangel et al., [@B64]; Kouneiher et al., [@B47]; Pessoa, [@B60]). The extent of NAcc as a mediator of motivational shifts, and how it might affect the contributions of other brain regions to other types of motivational shifts, merits further investigation.

In summary, we show that reward antecedent signals in both NAcc and aINS predict individual variability in relative motivation across rewards, even in the absence of choice. We employ an expressed measure of relative motivation, response vigor, instead of an inferred value measure. Although it might be intuitive that both regions contribute to motivation independently, we show that information from NAcc mediates information about individual heterogeneity in aINS, suggesting a functional relationship between the two regions. Such a delineation is in line with goals of creating more biologically plausible (Clithero et al., [@B22]) models of reward-seeking and effortful behavior. In this way, a better understanding of motivation can aid in the modeling and prediction of behavioral phenomena, both common (e.g., choosing candy) and complex (e.g., fighting addiction).
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Our goal was to collect a broad set of representative fMRI studies that includes analyses meant to identify regions implicated in reward anticipation (Table [A1](#TA1){ref-type="table"}). Both of our brain regions of interest, NAcc and aINS, regularly appear in the analyses of the included studies (first and second columns, respectively). So, contrasts that involve the anticipation of gain will likely include both regions. However, we found that only a few studies extend this result to rewards outside of the monetary domain (third column). Even more strikingly, none of the fMRI studies listed in Table [A1](#TA1){ref-type="table"} make a direct comparison or include a model to distinguish the motivation- or reward-related information in NAcc or aINS (fourth column). In other words, statistical maps from anticipation contrasts in a standard fMRI model will commonly include many brain regions, but the further modeling or testing necessary to make neural or cognitive distinctions between the regions is absent. Examples would include mediation analysis (as in our Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}), or models of effective or functional connectivity. Some previous reviews have made distinctions between NAcc and aINS in terms of valence, with negative processing attributed to aINS (Knutson and Greer, [@B45]), but a within-study distinction in the positive domain is absent from the literature.

###### 

**Literature search for imaging studies of reward anticipation**.

  No.   Article                          NAcc   aINS   MultR   Mech
  ----- -------------------------------- ------ ------ ------- ------
  1     Abler et al. ([@B2])             X      --     --      --
  2     Abler et al. ([@B1])             X      X      --      --
  3     Adcock et al. ([@B3])            X      X      --      --
  4     Beck et al. ([@B7])              X      X      --      --
  5     Bjork et al. ([@B11])            X      X      --      --
  6     Bjork and Hommer ([@B10])        X      X      --      --
  7     Breiter et al. ([@B13])          X      --     --      --
  8     Carter et al. ([@B19])           X      X      --      --
  9     Cohen et al. ([@B23])            --     X      --      --
  10    Cooper and Knutson ([@B25])      X      X      --      --
  11    Cooper et al. ([@B24])           X      --     --      --
  12    Delgado et al. ([@B28])          X      X      --      --
  13    Dillon et al. ([@B29])           X      --     --      --
  14    Juckel et al. ([@B36])           X      --     --      --
  15    Kim et al. ([@B38])              --     X      X       --
  16    Kirsch et al. ([@B39])           X      --     --      --
  17    Knutson et al. ([@B40])          X      --     --      --
  18    Knutson et al. ([@B41])          X      X      --      --
  19    Knutson et al. ([@B44])          X      X      --      --
  20    Knutson et al. ([@B43])          X      X      --      --
  21    Knutson et al. ([@B42])          X      --     --      --
  22    Luo et al. ([@B51])              --     X      --      --
  23    Nestor et al. ([@B56])           X      --     --      --
  24    Rademacher et al. ([@B62])       X      X      X       --
  25    Ramnani and Miall ([@B63])       X      --     --      --
  26    Samanez-Larkin et al. ([@B70])   X      X      --      --
  27    Schlagenhauf et al. ([@B71])     X      --     --      --
  28    Schmack et al. ([@B72])          X      --     --      --
  29    Spreckelmeyer et al. ([@B78])    X      X      X       --
  30    Staudinger et al. ([@B79])       X      --     --      --
  31    Strohle et al. ([@B80])          X      --     --      --
  32    Villafuerte et al. ([@B81])      --     X      --      --
  33    Waltz et al. ([@B82])            X      --     --      --
  34    Wrase et al. ([@B86])            X      X      --      --
  35    Wrase et al. ([@B87])            X      --     --      --

*Our core result (Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} in the main text) provides evidence for a mediation effect between NAcc and aINS that involves relative motivation across two reward modalities (money and candy). These two brain regions are frequently implicated in studies that employ similar paradigms (Knutson and Greer, [@B45]). We collected fMRI literature on reward anticipation to determine the uniqueness of our findings, focusing on reward anticipation contrasts for positive rewards that implicated NAcc (first column), aINS (second column), and/or included multiple reward modalities (MultR column). We also searched for papers that include joint analyses (e.g., connectivity, mediation) that make claims about a mechanistic relationship (Mech column) between the two regions. An "X" means present, and an "--" indicates not present*.
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